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Long distance weather reports are now a commonality. T he report for 2MAS S J22282889-431026 is
somewhat unusual. It forecasts wind-driven, planet-sized clouds, with the light varying in time,
brightening and dimming about every 90 minutes. T he clouds on 2MAS S J22282889-431026 are
composed of hot grains of sand, liquid drops of iron, and other exotic compounds. Definitely not the
first place to spend a summer holiday.
Not that 2MAS S J22282889-431026 (or 2M2228 as it is known in T he Astrophysical Journal Letters)
will appear on a travel itinerary anytime soon. For 2M2228 is a brown dwarf, 39.1 light years from earth.
Brown dwarves form out of condensing gas, as stars do, but lack the mass to fuse hydrogen atoms and
produce energy. Instead, these objects, which some call failed stars, are more similar to gas planets,
such as Jupiter and S aturn, with their complex, varied atmospheres. Although brown dwarves are cool
relative to other stars, they are actually hot by earthly standards. T his particular object is about 600 to
700 degrees Celsius.
T he at mo s phere o f 2M2228
Astronomers using NAS A’s S pitzer and Hubble space telescopes have probed the stormy atmosphere
of this brown dwarf, creating the most detailed “weather map” yet for this class of cool, star-like orbs.
“With Hubble and S pitzer, we were able to look at different atmospheric layers of a brown dwarf, similar
to the way doctors use medical imaging techniques to study the different tissues in your body,” said
Daniel Apai, the principal investigator of the research at the University of Arizona in T ucson.
But more surprising, the team also found the timing of this change in brightness depended on whether
they looked using different wavelengths of infrared light.

T his artist’ s illustratio n sho ws the atmo sp he re o f a b ro wn d warf calle d 2MAS S J 22282889 4310 26 , which was o b se rve d simultane o usly b y NAS A’ s S p itz e r and Hub b le sp ace
te le sco p e s. T he re sults we re une xp e cte d , re ve aling o ffse t laye rs o f mate rial as ind icate d
in the d iag ram. Fo r e xamp le , the larg e , b rig ht p atch in the o ute r laye r has shifte d to the rig ht
in the inne r laye r. T he o b se rvatio ns ind icate this b ro wn d warf — a b all o f g as that “faile d ” to
b e co me a star — is marke d b y wind -d rive n, p lane t-siz e clo ud s. T he o b se rvatio ns we re
mad e using d iffe re nt wave le ng th o f lig ht: Hub b le se e s infrare d lig ht fro m d e e p e r in the
o b je ct, while S p itz e r se e s lo ng e r-wave le ng th infrare d lig ht fro m the o ute rmo st surface .
Bo th te le sco p e s watche d the b ro wn d warf as it ro tate d e ve ry 1.4 ho urs, chang ing in
b rig htne ss as b rig hte r o r d arke r p atche s turne d into the visib le he misp he re . At e ach
o b se rve d wave le ng th, the timing o f the chang e s in b rig htne ss was o ffse t, o r o ut o f p hase ,
ind icating the shifting laye rs o f mate rial. Imag e cre d it: NAS A/J PL-Calte ch.

T hese variations are the result of different layers or patches of material swirling around the brown dwarf
in windy storms as large as Earth itself. S pitzer and Hubble see different atmospheric layers because
certain infrared wavelengths are blocked by vapors of water and methane high up, while other infrared
wavelengths emerge from much deeper layers.
T he new research is a stepping-stone toward a better understanding not only of brown dwarves, but
also of the atmospheres of planets beyond our solar system.
Int o t he red: t he Spit z er s pac e t eles c o pe
T he S pitzer S pace T elescope is the final mission in NAS A’s Great Observatories Program – a family of
four space-based observatories, each observing the Universe in a different kind of light. T he other
missions in the program include the visible-light Hubble S pace T elescope, Compton Gamma-Ray
Observatory, and the Chandra X-Ray Observatory.
T he S pitzer S pace T elescope consists of a 0.85-meter diameter telescope and three cryogenicallycooled science instruments which perform imaging and spectroscopy in the 3 – 180 micron

wavelength range. S ince infrared is primarily heat radiation, detectors are most sensitive to infrared light
when they are kept extremely cold. Using the latest in large-format detector arrays, S pitzer is able to
make observations that are more sensitive than any previous mission. S pitzer’s mission lifetime
requirement was 2.5 years, then extended this to 5-years. S pitzer .
Launched on August 25, 2003 S pitzer is now more than 9 years into its mission, and orbits around the
sun more than 100-million kilometers behind Earth. It has heated up just a bit – its instruments have
warmed up from -271 Celsius to -242 Celsius. T his is still way colder than a chunk of ice at 0 Celsius.
More importantly, it is still cold enough for some of S pitzer’s infrared detectors to keep on probing the
cosmos for at least two more years; the project funding has been extended to 2016.

S p itz e r se e n ag ainst the infrare d sky. T he b and o f lig ht is the g lo wing d ust e missio n fro m the Milky Way
g alaxy se e n at 10 0 micro ns (as se e n b y the IRAS /CO BE missio ns). Imag e cre d it NAS A/J PL

S pitzer is the largest infrared telescope ever launched into space. Its highly sensitive instruments allow
scientists to peer into cosmic regions that are hidden from optical telescopes, including dusty stellar
nurseries, the centres of galaxies, and newly forming planetary systems. S pitzer’s infrared eyes also
allows astronomers see cooler objects in space, like brown dwarves, extrasolar planets, giant
molecular clouds, and organic molecules that may hold the secret to life on other planets.
Instead of orbiting Earth itself, the observatory trails behind Earth as it orbits the S un and drifts away from
us at about 1/10th of one astronomical unit per year.
T his innovative orbit lets nature cool the telescope, allowing the observatory to operate for around 5.5
years using 360 litres of liquid helium coolant. In comparison, S pitzer’s predecessor, the Infrared
Astronomical S atellite, used 520 litres of cryogen in only 10 months.

T his unique orbital trajectory also keeps the observatory away from much of Earth’s heat, which can
reach 250 Kelvin (-23 Celsius) for satellites and spacecraft in more conventional near-Earth orbits.
Mo re s c ient if ic duet s : t he as t ero id belt o f Vega
Like a gracefully aging rock star S pitzer is reveling in duets. It has also teamed up with the European
S pace Agency‘s Herschel S pace Observatory. Using data from both astronomers have discovered what
appears to be a large asteroid belts around the star Vega, the second brightest star in northern night
skies.
T he data are consistent with the star having an inner, warm belt and outer, cool belt separated by a gap.
T he discovery of this asteroid belt-like band of debris around Vega makes the star similar to another
observed star called Fomalhaut. Again this formation is similar to the asteroid and Kuiper belts in our
own solar system.

Astro no me rs have d isco ve re d what ap p e ars to b e a larg e aste ro id b e lt aro und the b rig ht star Ve g a,
as illustrate d he re at le ft in b ro wn. T he ring o f warm, ro cky d e b ris was d e te cte d using NAS A’ s S p itz e r
S p ace T e le sco p e , and the Euro p e an S p ace Ag e ncy’ s He rsche l S p ace O b se rvato ry. In this d iag ram,
the Ve g a syste m, which was alre ad y kno wn to have a co o le r o ute r b e lt o f co me ts (o rang e ), is
co mp are d to o ur so lar syste m with its aste ro id and Kuip e r b e lts. T he re lative siz e o f o ur so lar syste m
co mp are d to Ve g a is illustrate d b y the small d rawing in the mid d le . O n the rig ht, o ur so lar syste m is
scale d up fo ur time s. T he co mp ariso n illustrate s that b o th syste ms have inne r and o ute r b e lts with
similar p ro p o rtio ns. T he g ap b e twe e n the inne r and o ute r d e b ris b e lts in b o th syste ms wo rks o ut to a
ratio o f ab o ut 1-to -10 , with the o ute r b e lt 10 time s farthe r away fro m its ho st star than the inne r b e lt.
Astro no me rs think that the g ap in the Ve g a syste m may b e fille d with p lane ts, as is the case in o ur
so lar syste m. Imag e cre d it: NAS A/J PL-Calte ch.

What is maintaining the gap between the warm and cool belts around Vega and Fomalhaut? T he results

strongly suggest the answer is multiple planets. Our solar system’s asteroid belt, which lies between
Mars and Jupiter, is maintained by the gravity of the terrestrial planets and the giant planets, and the
outer Kuiper belt is sculpted by the giant planets.
“Our findings (accepted for publication in the Astrophysical Journal) echo recent results showing
multiple-planet systems are common beyond our sun,” said Kate S u, an astronomer at the S teward
Observatory at the University of Arizona, T ucson.
Vega and Fomalhaut are similar in other ways. Both are about twice the mass of our sun and burn a
hotter, bluer color in visible light. Both stars are relatively nearby, at about 25 light-years away. Fomalhaut
is thought to be around 400 million years old, but Vega could be closer to its 600 millionth birthday. For
comparison our sun is 4,600 million years old. Fomalhaut has a single candidate planet orbiting it,
Fomalhaut b, which orbits at the inner edge of its cometary belt.
T he Herschel and S pitzer telescopes detected infrared light emitted by warm and cold dust in discrete
bands around Vega and Fomalhaut, discovering the new asteroid belt around Vega and confirming the
existence of the other belts around both stars. Comets and the collisions of rocky chunks replenish the
dust in these bands. T he inner belts in these systems cannot be seen in visible light because the glare
of their stars outshines them.
It would seem that S pitzer has quite a bit more productive and novel scientific life, including duets, left
in it yet.
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BRAIN HEALTH
A good and strong memory depends on the health and vitality of your brain. With increased
research, we are constantly improving our understanding of the human brain and its deepest
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